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i ran into an issue with the usb-serial install tool, so i installed the drivers manually (which i normally
do anyway). the drivers seem to work, however, when i use the usb-serial device with the proper
cable attached, the device will not function (no response to at commands). when i use a generic

cable attached to the same port, it will function fine (no response to at commands). the device will
show up in lsusb as well, so i'm fairly sure the problem is with the usb-serial driver. it's possible that
this is a known issue with some device combinations. if anyone else has any info, i'd love to hear it.
update: i was able to install the drivers using the ms windows 7 usb-serial install tool, however, the
device will not function (same problem). also, there is no indication that the drivers are installed (ie,
no device manager entries). i have tried to compile the drivers using your directions and the settings

in the document above. when i run the install tool, it will install the drivers, but on reboot i get a
"device not ready" error. this is pretty much as expected since the device is not present on reboot. i
will try to address the device not ready error shortly, but i wanted to let you know that i was able to

compile and install the drivers using the settings in the microsoft guide. thank you for the help! i
have a 5v version of the usbnull and i use it with a windows 7 pro pc. i am installing windows 7

ultimate on a dell d610 and i am going to use a usb3 port on the motherboard. i am a little confused
about whether i need to change the port in which the usbnull is plugged in or if i should just go with

the adapter. in case it matters, i am going to use the plugable adapter. thanks for the help.
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if all else fails, you could try reinstalling the drivers. if you are not comfortable with doing this, you
should call campbell scientific for help. either way, we hope that this tutorial will help you get your
usb null modem working. once i've copied the kext and the wrapper it looks like its installed. the

status changed from not installed to installed. then i restarted my computer and the status changed
back to not installed. i then uninstalled the driver using the following command from the terminal:

thanks for reaching out to us, i am sorry the software is not correctly detecting the connection to the
gps hardware, there are potentially a large number of issues that can be causing connection

problems. we have recently updated our serial adapter driver to improve connectivity in macos ( ), if
you are unsure if you have the latest drivers please reach out to our support team directly via email

at supportplugable.com and we can provide direct support with more details then through this
comment system. we have a hardware device that presents as a composite usb device:

msc+cdc+hid+webusb. we don't want to support webusb for windows 7 for a variety of reasons, but
would like the device to install successfully and find drivers for all the usb interfaces it supplies, so
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that the user doesn't see the windows notification device driver software was not successfully
installed. the enemy is called sip. a newly integrated feature which does in fact prevents any

unsigned kext to be loaded. this means the profilic driver is shown in the system overview but does
in fact have no kext loaded to make this thing work. 5ec8ef588b
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